Ezzy Mast Warranty Submission

Today’s Date: ________________________________

Broken Section serial number: _______________________

Where purchased: ________________________________

Date mast broke: ________________________________

Broken section: top bottom (circle one)

Top or bottom section? top bottom (circle one)

Length of section: 340 370 400 430 460 490 (circle one)

Please explain what happened to cause the mast to break
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Did the mast break on a reef? _______________________

Did the mast break in shore break conditions? __________

Where you using an Ezzy Boom shim? ________________

What brand boom were you using? ________________

What brand and length extension where you using?
________________________________________________________________________

Circle on the diagram to the right where the mast failed

circle where the mast broke on image above

Rules for warranties:
1. ALL mast warranties need to be approved by Groundswell first.
   Please allow 24 hours for approval.
2. Please supply a sharp image of the broken sections serial number
3. Please provide image of entire mast section so we can see where the break has happened.